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Air Fryer Deerma DEM-KZ130W

Deerma DEM-KZ130W Oil-Free Fryer
The Deerma DEM-KZ130W is a fat-free fryer with a large capacity of 5.5L, in which you can even prepare a whole chicken. The device
offers 6 programs that have temperatures and cooking times selected for the type of food. You can also change them at will. The fryer
allows you to see the whole process thanks to the built-in glass - you no longer need to open or turn off the device to check the condition
of the food. Another advantage is the scheduling of automatic baking time up to 24 hours in advance.
 
Spacious Chamber
The Deerma DEM-KZ130W oil-free fryer  lets  you prepare a  whole  chicken,  an entire  fish,  two steaks,  8  wings,  or  4  sweet  potatoes at
once. Save a lot of time on cleaning and preparation thanks to DEM-KZ130W. The cooking surface is a separate element, making it very
easy and quick to clean, so you can spend more time doing what you love.
 
Plan Your Meal in Advance
With the cooking scheduling feature, you can place all the ingredients in the device in the morning and set the time for when the dish
should  be  ready.  The  device  will  start  working  accordingly  before  the  set  time,  allowing  you  to  enjoy  a  hot  meal  on  time.  Planning  a
gathering? In this case, too, the Deerma fryer is perfect - put all the ingredients inside, set the party time, and you're ready! Delicious
dishes will be ready to eat when you want.
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6 Different Programs
The  Deerma  DEM-KZ130W  comes  with  6  predefined  programs  with  preset  temperatures  and  times  for  defrosting,  frying  fries,  wings,
seafood,  steaks,  and  pancakes,  making  meal  preparation  easy.  Everything  is  done  without  adding  any  extra  fat,  making  it  easier  to
maintain a delicious diet. Want to set specific parameters yourself? No problem, have fun experimenting in the kitchen!
 
Ensuring Your Safety
The Deerma DEM-KZ130W is a 1300W oil-free fryer that uses circulating hot air in a closed circuit to prepare a delicious meal for you. To
ensure your safety, the device is equipped with dynamic NTC temperature control and a handle to protect against burns, making it even
more enjoyable to use. In addition, the fryer has buttons for changing the temperature, setting the delay time for cooking, selecting the
menu, and turning it on and off.
 
Included in the Set:
Fryer
Pan
Instruction Manual
Warranty Card
Manufacturer
Deerma
Model
DEM-KZ130W
Rated Power
1300W
Rated Voltage
220–240V~
Frequency
50-60Hz
Maximum Capacity
5.5L
Temperature Range
80-200°C
Time Range
1-60min
Dimensions
63 x 281 x 330mm

Preço:

Antes: € 97.5021

Agora: € 95.01

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Other
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